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But to:day revolutions are toned down, explained away, deprived of
their class content, for fear that the working class might learn too well
the lesson of revolution which even the history of the class exploiting
it teaches. Hence this collection of documents is not only a first-rate
contribution to historical understanding in general, but in particular
the necessary revival of a part of the English past which the bourgeoisie
assiduously tries to conceal.

Another lesson of the bourgeois revolution i_s one which tells us about
the bourgeoisie as a class rather than about revolutions. In the simplest
terms, the overthrow of feudal property resulted in its replacement by
bourgeois property: society and the state were reconstructed in order to
conform with bourgeois property relations instead of feudal property
relations. But these statements only hold good as broad generalisations.
For the bourgeoisie in practice allowed-even encouraged-the survival
of property interests from the pre-capitalist era. Although the antagon
ism between the bourgeoisie and the absolute monarchy seeined irre
concilable before the revolution, both the old and the new ruling classes
had one important feature in common: they were both exploiting classes,
striving for a monopoly of the means of production. Hence, not only
could individuals of the one class pass, under certain circumstances, to
the other, but under certain political conditions they could forget their
differences under what they conceived to be a common threat by the 
lower orders of society to all property. Both of the reviewers of The Good
Old Cause whom we have quoted object to the amount of material on
the Levellers and the Diggers which the editors have included. 1 But
although these representatives of the extreme left of the revolutionary
forces occupied the centre of the stage for only a short time, it is clear
(the documents prove it), that th.e menace of left-wing democracy was
of essential importance in determining the swing to conservatism after
1649, culminating in the Restoration. Furthermore, the fear that the
revolution would be carried too far was present long after the Levellers
and the Diggers had been crushed. Did not Henry Newcombe, the
Presbyterian, explain in 1662 that he had accepted the "particular
persecution" of his own sect by the restored Royalists, for fear of "a
Munsterian (i.e. communist) anarchy," and of lying "at the mercy and
impulse of a giddy, hot headed, bloody multitude"?

The inability of the non-1\iarxists to appreciate this recurrent turning
point of all bourgeois revolutions is partly a cons.equence of the shame
facedness of the bourgeoisie in face of its own behaviour during its own
revolution. It is also the consequence of the lack of a· correct theory of
history. The eclectic who denies the mode of production as the ultimate
determinant of social and state forms, who fails to see the struggle of
classes as the principal motive force of class societies, who ignores the

1 Forty out of 423 pages. 
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material roots of ideology, is naturally unable to distinO'uish what is ofqua_litative significa�ce _in a period of revolutionary cha
0

nge. He appliesan irrelevant quantitative measure, and therefore misses crucial shiftsof direction. The :Marxist contribution to our understandina of thisspecific phase of social change arises from the theoretical basis forthe examination of the fact,r-but tms has been anything but doctrinaire.We may quote, for example, lVIarx's contribution to the history of bourgeoi� ;evolutions in �is Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, andLemn s development m Two Tactics of Social-Democracy-both workslucid yet subtle, theoretically rich, yet thoroughly concrete. Mr. Hill andMr. Dell follow with a different manner of presentation and in differentcircumstances, but do credit to their great predecessors. It is to behoped that further Marxist analyses of the bourgeois revolution-one ofthe_most important steps forward in human history-will be inspired bytheir example. The history of bourgeois revolution and reaction couldwell begin with those curious foreshadowines in Italy and the LowC�untries in the fourteenth century, as yet e;meshed and choked by astill powerful though decadent feudalism; and could be followed throughto the present day when the elementary tasks of the bourveois revolutionin the colo�ies and semi-colonies are being achieved uncle; the leadershipof the working class. But just as it is only under the guidance of l\!Iarxismthat the bourgeois revolution can be crowned by the socialist revolution,only on tP,e same basis can the history of revolutions be 'Written.
RODNEY HILTON. 

Soviet Genetics and World Science, Lysenko and the Meaning of Heredity.
By JULIAN HUXLEY. Chatto and Windus, London, 1949, 8s. 6d.

D
R. JULIAN HUXLEY has expanded his account of the Sovietgenetics controversy, published in Nature in June, 1949, into a245-page book. Although the book is a more coherent presentation ofhis case agamst Lysenko, the substance is the same. It ends too with thesame call for the defence of science from "totalitarianism" and withthe same �uggestions for persuading the U.S.S.R. to alter its policytowards science, so the political implications of his case are underlined.The _book can be regarded as the most powerful attempt so far to discredit t?e l\f�churin trend in Soviet biology. In measuring I-Iuxley'ssuc�ess i� this respect we therefore have a n1eans of testing the newSoviet b10logy and for that reason the book merits somethino- morethan the customary short review. b 

In essence the attitude adopted by H1udey is the same as that ofDarlington, Fisher, Harland and Ashby. It is that the Soviet Academy, basmg itself on the patently untrustworthy claims of Michurinistbiologists, has rejected a branch of science, Mendelian genetics, resting
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